
There are a lot of words that can be used to describe 
the ideal woman – gentle, loving, selfless, loyal and 
beautiful to name a few, yet all of these words don’t 
compare to the one word that every woman wants to 
be described as: strong! What is the most accurate 
definition of a strong woman? Who better to ask then 
the most appropriate examples of the word living 
right here in the halls of Harmonie. 

On Wednesday, 6th of April 2016 another wonderful 
event charmed itself away in Harmonie’s eetsaal – Mej. 
Harmonie. With ten beautiful contestants, three 
handpicked judges including Mej. Harmonie 2015 
and current Primaria of Harmonie – Grace Peterson – 
as well as Paula Smit and Anina Visser as our present-
ers, the night was guaranteed to be memorable. 
Twenty Harmoniete were nominated by their 
residence-sisters for an interview held by the Social 
Committee. After the interviews, the committee 
decided who would be our ten contestants for the 
official Mej. Harmonie event. 

The contestants were 
announced as follows:

Gemma Smith
Antonia Bosworth Smith
Carla Hefer
Danel Gilbert
Joneve de Villiers 
Amy Andrews
Kayla Odendal
Carome Barnard
Kayla Visagie
Blanche Oberholzer

 
    HarmonieMiss

By Meghan Bredenkamp



The theme of the evening was “Strong women”. Although all 
the contestants had to portray their definition of a strong 
woman in one of the categories of the evening, I felt that all of 
them already defined it simply by who they are. The girls added 
their own personal touch to all the categories of the evening - 
looking beautiful in every one of them and portraying love, 
unity and respect accordingly making their fellow Harmoniete 
extremely proud! The categories included casual wear, wearing 
something that defines a strong woman and finally formal wear. 
All the girls gave stunning statements on their definition of a 
strong woman, looked sophisticated in their casual wear and 
elegant in their formal dresses.

The judges had a difficult decision to make when they left the 
eetsaal to decide on who would be crowned Mej. Harmonie. 
After quite some deliberation the judges returned and the titles 
were awarded as follows:

Second princess: Carome Barnard
First princess: Kayla Visagie
Mej. Harmonie: Blanche Oberholzer

“Harmonie was already my home, but at that moment I experi-
enced a new feeling of belonging. The best part will always be 
the times spent, before and after the crowning, with the amaz-
ing ladies that participated as well.” -  Blanche Oberholzer on 
her experience of being crowned Mej. Harmonie 2016.

We congratulate Carome, Kayla and Blanche on their wonderful 
titles, as well as all the contestants for representing Harmonie in 
the most respected way only a Harmonie-lady can. Grace’s 
catwalk performance, Amy’s black lace dress and Blanche’s 
famous slow-motion video of her beautiful dress will forever be 
remembered. 
“You can tell who the strong women are. They are the ones you 
see building one another up instead of tearing each other 
down.”


